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EVP Bad Ass CVT Drive Belts 

Do you want a superior and less expensive alternative to costly OEM belts? EVP has worked 

with GBoost Technology, a highly regarded CVT belt and clutching manufacturer to help 

validate many new belt compounds for both SXS’s and Snowmobiles. Each compound was 

subjected to an extensive durability regiment through our sponsored race program and on our 

own big horsepower vehicles. The “Bad Ass” line of drive belts have proven themselves under 

the most grueling conditions all over the world which allows customers and racers peace of 

mind that they can drive their vehicles hard without the fear of premature belt failure. Besides 

being more durable compared to OEM belts, the Bad Ass belt compounds provided better grip 

which transfer more power to the ground instead of excess belt dust. Furthermore, Gboost is 

one of the only manufacturers that designs belts for different uses and conditions for the same 

vehicle. This is truly BADASS. 

Bad Ass “EX” Extreme Compound Belts 

Superior to OEM compounds with quality, higher tensile strength cord construction, and 

DUMAX™ top cog compound to retain cord rigidity and better adhesion of top cog to cord 

construction. This is the belt that has been extremely durable on properly clutched on Can Am 

X3’s and Polaris XP Turbo’s. Great all-around belt for any type of riding. This belt will generally 

run 200 RPM lower than OEM belts. EVP has specific clutching recommendations to get the 

most out of every belt. 

Bad Ass “SS” Sand-Storm Compound Belts 

Next generation compounds tied in with Aramid fibers allow the customer to push their SXS’s to 

its limits. The Sandstorm stands up to higher temperature as well as running cooler than any 

other belt on the market. Specifically designed for the sand dune/desert market. Best quality belt 

available in todays market. This belt will generally run the same RPM as OEM belts. 

Bad Ass “WB” World’s Best Compound Belt 

This belt is for the rider/racer that is looking for the ultimate in belt technology and proven 

performance. This belt is race proven performance and is the third-generation heavy duty, high 

twisted Aramid Fiber cord for High Horsepower making it the strongest belt on the market, 

surpassing even our EX and Sand-Storm lines. The WB belt is the highest shock load rating to 

date being able to withstand the power of the 400HP machines. This belt acts like the OEM belt 

in terms of engagement and operating RPM’s  
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Bad Ass “MM” Mud Monster Compound Belt 

This belt is built specifically for the straight mud rider that needs a ton of belt squeeze to stop 

the belt from slipping in the roughest terrain. The specific compounds in this belt make it 

instantly grab when the clutching and tune are correct. This blend of compounds and thickness 

will build more heat at higher speeds, so we recommend staying below 35mph. Mud Monster 

belts have been developed with the 2nd generation compound called DUMAX 2 for added 

strength, flexibility, and heat resistance over OEM belts. This belt is built for extreme abuse and 

thicker for more belt-to-sheave adhesion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for choosing Evolution Powersports products. If you require further assistance, please call our Tech 

Support @ (715) 247-3862 

Note: This product is exempt from the emission standards and related requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 1051 as provided 

by 40 C.F.R. § 1051.620, and California law [e.g., vehicle code§§ 27156 and 38391]. This product is sold only for use 

in connection with EPA certified, purpose-built, nonroad vehicles used solely for closed course, nonroad 

competition/racing and not used for any recreational purpose or on public highways or right of ways maintained by 

and open to the public. This product is sold only in connection with machines that do not fall under state and/or 

federal noise or emission standards/regulations. Purchasers who/that purchase this product represent and warrant 

that the product is purchased only in connection with EPA -certified, emission-regulations-exempt and noise-

regulations-exempt competition/racing vehicles as interpreted under applicable state and/or federal law. Questions: 

Call Evolution Powersports at (715) 247-3862. 


